








Rigid insulation or board sheathing, or

Internal lining, for example, plasterboard, or

Airtightness membrane and tapes

DETAIL 5.03,  2011Lightweight Intermediate Floor

Lightweight Intermediate Floor

If compressible insulation is installed between studs in addition to rigid 
board insulation over, it should be tightly packed and be in direct 
contact with the rigid board. Take care to ensure compressible 
insulation is maintained above dewpoint temperature

Seal all penetrations through air 
barrier using a flexible sealant or tape

Continue wall insulation across floor 
abutment zone

If using wall lining to form air barrier, 
ensure air barrier continuity between 
upper and lower wall linings. A 
flexible membrane installed around 
floor edge may be used to provide 
this continuity. (Dotted blue line 
depicts air barrier continuity through 
floor zone, and can be notional)

AIR BARRIER - CONTINUITY

AIR BARRIER - OPTIONS

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

(5) STEEL FRAME

Complying with checklist will help achieve design air permeability 
and may effect a reduced testing regime.
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DETAIL 5.03,  2011



Rigid insulation or board sheathing, or

Internal lining, for example, plasterboard, or

Airtightness membrane and tapes

Separating Wall (plan) DETAIL 5.04,  2011

Separating Wall (plan)

If compressible insulation is installed between studs in addition to rigid 
board insulation over, it should be tightly packed and be in direct 
contact with the rigid board. Take care to ensure compressible 
insulation is maintained above dewpoint temperature

Read this detail in conjunction with detail 5.05, Separating Wall (section)

See TGD-B for guidance on fire safety and TGD-E for guidance on 
sound insulation

Seal all penetrations through air 
barrier using a flexible sealant or tape

Continue external wall insulation 
across abutment zone. (Use 
appropriate material where cavity 
barrier or full-fill insulation is 
employed)

Ensure continuity of insulation 
between separating wall, and external 
wall construction

Ensure air barrier continuity between 
sheathing layer, and wall lining or 
sheathing layer.  A flexible membrane 
installed around the steel channels 
may be used to provide this 
continuity

AIR BARRIER - CONTINUITY

AIR BARRIER - OPTIONS

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

(5) STEEL FRAME

Complying with checklist will help achieve design air permeability 
and may effect a reduced testing regime.
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DETAIL 5.04,  2011

bourke_h
Text Box
Fire stopping to be provided where necessary using suitableinsulant as per certification details.  



Complying with checklist qualifies builder to claim    value in 
Table 3 of IP 1/06 and Table K1 of DEAP 2006

!

Rigid insulation or board sheathing, or

Internal lining, for example, plasterboard, or

Airtightness membrane and tapes

Separating Wall (section) DETAIL 5.05,  2011

If compressible insulation is installed between studs in addition to rigid 
board insulation over, it should be tightly packed and be in direct 
contact with the rigid board. Take care to ensure compressible 
insulation is maintained above dewpoint temperature

Read this detail in conjunction with detail 5.04, Separating Wall (plan)

See TGD-B for guidance on fire safety and TGD-E for guidance on 
sound insulation

Seal all penetrations through air 
barrier using a flexible sealant or tape

Seal between wall and ceiling linings
Pack compressible insulation between 
last truss / joist and separating wall

Ensure full depth of insulation 
between, over (or below) joists 
extends through stud framework

Separating Wall (section)

Internal lining, for example, plasterboard

AIR BARRIER - CONTINUITY

AIR BARRIER - OPTIONS

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

(5) STEEL FRAME

Complying with checklist will help achieve design air permeability 
and may effect a reduced testing regime.
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DETAIL 5.05,  2011

bourke_h
Text Box
Fire stopping to be provided where necessary using suitableinsulant as per certification details.  



Complying with checklist qualifies builder to claim    value in 
Table 3 of IP 1/06 and Table K1 of DEAP 2006

!

Rigid insulation or board sheathing, or

Internal lining, for example, plasterboard, or

Airtightness membrane and tapes

DETAIL 5.06,  2011Stud Partition Wall (plan)

Stud Partition Wall (plan)

If compressible insulation is installed between studs in addition to rigid 
board insulation over, it should be tightly packed and be in direct 
contact with the rigid board. Take care to ensure compressible 
insulation is maintained above dewpoint temperature

Read this detail in conjunction with detail G-04, Metal Stud Partition 
Wall (section)

Continue wall insulation across 
abutment zone

Seal all penetrations through air 
barrier using a flexible sealant

If using wall lining to form air barrier, 
ensure air barrier continuity across 
partition wall. Tape seal over any 
open holes in the end vertical 
partition channel. (Dotted blue line 
depicts air barrier continuity through 
floor zone, and can be notional)

AIR BARRIER - CONTINUITY

AIR BARRIER - OPTIONS

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

(5) STEEL FRAME

Complying with checklist will help achieve design air permeability 
and may effect a reduced testing regime.
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DETAIL 5.06,  2011
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